**SYMPHONY NO. 4 IN B♭ MAJOR**

Mvt. II, bars 60-72, Published tempo: [TEMPO: D = 78–84]

This melody of delicate lyricism is played with the clarinet and the bassoon. Play with a floating tone that has projection and a warm, singing quality.

*Erratum:* In bar 69, the rhythm of the first beat should match that of bar 70.

---

**PETER AND THE WOLF (SYMPHONIC TALE FOR CHILDREN)**

SERGEI PROKOFIEV, Op. 67

(1891–1953)

These solos are wonderfully descriptive. Play them with great character and personality, as the flute represents Prokofiev’s image of a bird. The technical challenges can best be overcome if you don’t play in a forced, hard, hysterical style. Try to think of the brilliance coming from light, firm technique and controlled bravura.

*Excerpt 3: 11 before [52] to 8 after [52], [TEMPO: D = 96–112]*

*Errata:*
- In the 5th bar of this excerpt (including the opening whole rest), on beats 1 & 3, there should be staccato dots on the last note of each slur.
- The G half note immediately preceding [52] should be marked *mp.*
EXERCISE I (Piccolo Duet)

This excerpt must be played lightly and with an accurate rhythm. Dynamics are also very important. Be sure that the second Piccolo does not overpower the first player. Rehearsal numbers 1 and 2 in editions of the Menuet alone correspond to numbers 94 and 95 in the complete work.

The diminuendo symbols on the second and third beats of bar 1 should be spread across each entire beat, not just the two 16ths as on the part. This is true throughout the excerpt.

In measure 7, the accent on the downbeat is not in the score and is probably an error. In the critical edition there is a dotted slur from the B♭ to the A here, in the lower Piccolo only. This is probably correct since the 2nd Oboe also has this slur.

Piccolo 1:

Moderato. \( \text{please follow this tempo.} \)

Chromatic Scale from the lowest Note to the Highest Note.
Auditon Requirement:
playing with drone pitch on A

Quater note =66-70

* When you practice and take your audition, use your drone pitch on A throughout this requirement.

*Drone (sustaining pitch A) can be found on your tuner, metronome (tuning pitch), or on youtube (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OG9JqWVP5A)

*Please make sure using A = 440hz